The Generali Foundation intends to make a significant contribution to the fine arts. In addition to the institution's cultural and artistic activities, both the location of the new building and Jabornegg & Pfaffy's design emphasize this ambition. While the Generali Foundation has negligible architectural presence externally, the architecture of the incredibly sensitively designed interior spaces is able to support, develop, and convey the content of the artwork exhibited.
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Program: contemporary art galleries, public study areas (archives, library, and media lab)
Initiator: Generali Foundation
Client: Generali Foundation
Design team: Jabornegg & Pfaffy
Construction period: 1992-1995
Construction costs: €4.43 million
Area: 3,460 m²

Average national (monthly) income (2012): €1,230

View of the roof of the new building showing the daylighting concept.

View of the interior space of the large exhibition hall.

Plan view of the building.

View of the entrance through the historical building.